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i.

Abstract

This thesis investigates the Athabasca oil sands as a site removed from the
public’s perception. As a result of physical distance and specialization, the oil sands
are perceived dominantly through images circulated by artists, activists, and industry.
The image based experience constructs an illegible territory on paper and screens,
stemming from a site whose complexities resist representation. Through this research,
I will analyze the perception of sites that are not directly experienced and create a
visual infrastructure for oil sands representations already widely circulated, that are
‘siteless’ in the imagination of those for whom the site is off-limits. Architecturally,
this work will focus on the role of scale in transitioning images from inaccessible
realities to highly disseminated paper spaces, and onwards to the imagination. How
can we read this land and what are the challenges and limits of representational
media?

Representation is perhaps the most impactful factor in the dissemination and
availability of architectural ideas. This research investigates the limitations that are
imposed on the collective imagination of large scale regions, as a direct result of the
way in which they are represented.
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Introduction

Gigaproject: A large scale project producing costs within the billions of dollars.
These projects are trait making, changing society’s established structures, as opposed
to trait taking, which fit into pre-existing structures without modifying them.
(Hirschman 1995)1
Alberta’s oil sands are considered a gigaproject.

Giga: the unit of measurement denoting a billion. (Oxford English Dictionary)

Bent Flyvbjerg. “What You Should Know about Megaprojects and Why: An Overview.” Project Management Journal 45. No. 2. (2014): p.6
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Figure 1: Extension of Alberta’s oil sands occurrences (adapted
from Tar Sands, 2008)

3

Figure 2: Extension of Athabasca region land disturbance. Public
roads are shown in red.
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Between visibility and estrangement - trajectories of representation

The multiplicity of perspectives of the Alberta oil sands’ narrative makes
it one of the most compelling and debated projects of our time. This is a story
comprised of many superimposed and intersecting timelines, and there is no clear way
to compile a complete chronological history that would then read as a comprehensive
narrative. It is a story in the making that falls under the ‘scale’ of a gigaproject.
Local narratives of chemical discovery, land use, and resource depletion compete
with national and international interests of carbon pricing and energy politics. These
narratives also compete within a broader framework of the Anthropocene and the
implications of human activity, climate, and time. To plot this history on a single
timeline would create a chronology of so many fragments that any single narrative
would be lost in an expanse of coinciding and adjacent events.
The scope of the issues stemming from this site is one that matches the
scale of the landscape we are disturbing. Where do the molecular-scale findings of
Clark’s extraction experiments fit in relation to the first aerial photograph? Where do
reclamation strategies fit in the wake of Treaty 8? It is at these intersections that new
narratives can be created.
In light of this complex collection of trajectories, this thesis aims to narrow
the reader’s focus for a prolonged moment on the chronologies of representation.
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Representation

For the Athabasca site, this representation happens at the intersection of the
paper or canvas with the land, dictating the ways in which we are exposed to both the
physical site and its issues, and prompting the questions: what is visible, and what is
invisible or ill-defined? This is the story of how this site came into our knowledge and
awareness through mediated forms of representation.
Representation is the way in which stories are conveyed and information is
carried, intersecting with every other narrative and tapping into many scales. It is
also a point of contention, as the size and nature of the Athabasca site do not easily
translate into lines, figures, film, or words.
These notions are conveyed by a primary architectural vehicle: the image.
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Image

“Architecture, the art of the frame, would then not only concern those specific objects that are
buildings, but would refer to any image involving any element of framing, which is to say painting as
well as cinema, and certainly many other things… Its widest meaning, designating thereby anything
that presents itself to the mind, whether it be real or not. In this way, we pass from visible objects to
visibility itself.” 2

The image is the digital or physical visual media that is displayed on the
wall, printed in the newspaper, or published on a webpage, impacting how the site is
imagined. The image is its own entity, possessing a scale, dimension, resolution, and
grain. Many come with additional considerations of intention, aesthetic, and monetary
value. This is to say that the image holds its own realities, separate from the ones
it tries to capture within its frame or edges. The image existing in this way has the
capacity for architecture.
In this thesis, the images in focus are aerial photographs and satellite imagery,
which play a significant role in representing the Athabasca site from 2008 onwards.
This highly disseminated relationship with oil sands extraction builds a significant
space for “sublime oilscapes”3 in Canadian culture, unlike any image that could be
captured or made visible for conventional oil in both Canadian and other cultures.

Bernard Cache. Earth Moves: The Furnishing of Territories. (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995): p.2.
Maria Löschnigg. “‘Sublime Oilscapes’: Literary Depictions of Landscapes Transformed by the Oil
Industry Appropriating the ‘Sublime’ in Eco-Literature.” Journal of English Philosophy 135. No. 3 (2017):
p.552.

2
3
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Visibility

The industrial processes that transform mined crude bitumen from a heavy,
solid resource to a light, usable product is what makes the oil sands drastically more
visible. The expansive boundaries of the Athabasca site clearly show the scale of
destruction and resource consumption in the Canadian oil industry, compared to the
drill and pump extraction of conventional oil overseas. The semi-solid material nature
of the oil – mixed with sand – necessitates the surface mines, tailing ponds, and dry
storages, while producing more gas emissions and water contamination. This land
disturbance turned systematic infrastructure is what is seen from the skies and outer
space. What do these scenes look like to an outside viewer?
Secondary visibility occurs through translation and exposure of these “scenes”
in visual mediums. Within the realities of physical distance and privatization, we
embrace a proxied relationship to the site, relying on circulated imageries recorded
from the apparatuses of a firsthand viewer.
The accuracy of perception is entirely dependent on the legibility of the
visible territory and the images it creates.

8

Legibility / estrangement

An image-based perception is unreliable: the transition from reality to paper
space is not perfect, and perceptions become entirely dependent on the legibility,
contexts, and frames of those images. What is recorded/unrecorded? What is readable/
obscured?
Nor is the transition from paper space to imagination reliable. The challenges
of perception persist in the public imagination of a gigaproject. While the economic
application of this term is specifically one of cost, this thesis reframes it as a question
of physical size, where large entities become abstract in the mind and difficult to
visualize. The oil sands are recorded to store reserves of 165.4 billion barrels of crude
bitumen.4 What does this number mean, and can it be drawn or accurately imagined?
Our imagination of gigaprojects lies somewhere between their visibility and this
estrangement.
Firstly, this thesis attempts to follow the trajectory of existing oil sands
representation alongside architectural readings of its challenges and limitations. How
do we see and experience this territory from the comfort of our urban homes? Where
does their perceived reality intersect with urban life?
Secondly, this work addresses the imagination. How do these images build
a world in our minds, and how accurate is the perceptual construction of where and
what these places are and represent? What is the visual infrastructure needed to
calibrate these imaginings closer to reality, and which limits do we encounter through
the representation effort?

Alberta Energy, “Oil sands facts and statistics,” Accessed September 27, 2018. https://www.alberta.ca/
oil-sands-facts-and-statistics.aspx

4
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CHAPTER ONE: Frameworks

Empty Site Visits / Perspectives from the ground
From the ground, the story of Athabasca is not legible or easily seen. The 425
km (5-hour) drive from my hometown (Edmonton) can only bring the viewer to a
peripheral experience, along half-way roads encircling but never nearing extraction
sites, ending in checkpoints after which begin private empires. Even while driving
directly down Athabasca’s center (Figure 2), the ability to know it, or to see it,
escapes us. It is not a wonder why, apart from workers, most people do not go there.
The industrial site is laid out for use, and not meant to be regarded or accessed.
There is a definite disconnect between what you have seen through images of
the site and what can be witnessed when you are there. Scattered nodes of upgrader
facilities give some indication of the industry, but between these are indecipherable
stretches of non-descript land masses. Figure 3 shows the subtle slope of the Mildred
Lake Settling basin's 40-meter-high embankment.5 One of the largest earth structures
in the world, it does not manifest as a looming presence, rather retreating into a shy,
elevated horizon. The eye regarding the site in real time is challenged against images
of the site stored in memory. Which is more accurate? This is a consequence of the
frame of elevation, and a limitation for representation of a ground or human view.

The height varies from 40-meters to 88-meters. Norbert R. Morgenstern. "Geotechnics and mine
waste management update" in Seminar on Safe Tailings Dam Constructions. (2001): p. 5.

5
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Figure 3: View of Mildred Lake Settling Basin from Highway 64

Figure 4: View of Muskeg River Mine external tailing pond from Highway 64
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Figure 5: View of terminal pit lake from Highway 64

Traveling at highway speeds further obscures the relationship of the site to
one’s own body. Alongside generally uniform, unchanging landforms, the viewer
loses track of how long ago a landform began by the time its end is reached. Both
speed and banality alter the spatial scale.
This is a vastly different experience, producing monotonous imagery,
compared to that taken from above the ground plane. These two frames of view often
fail to intersect coherently with each other to form a total space.
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Sky Perspectives and Dissemination

Figure 6: Aerial view of Suncor’s Millennium mine by Peter Essick
(Source: National Geographic)

The site becomes increasingly, and paradoxically, photogenic as more land
disturbance becomes visible from the skies, and its images in turn become more prone
to circulation. One of the pioneering publications of the sky perspective of Athabasca
was printed in March of 2009, a photo essay by Peter Essick in National Geographic,
in an article titled “Scraping Bottom.” The essay consists of 21 photographs: 6 of
which are aerial views of the site, and the remaining conveying a “multivalency
of environmental risk,”6 at the ground level. These include community narratives,
technological advances, negative social and health impacts on marginal populations,
and modern oil use. However, despite Essick’s thorough representation and diversity
of views, it is the 6 breathtaking aerial images that have disseminated through time,
reprinting and repeating into other platforms, while the remaining shots stay largely
within the pages of National Geographic.

Chaseten Remillard. “Picturing environmental risk: The Canadian oil sands and the National Geographic.” The International Communication Gazette 73. No.1/2 (2011): p.139.

6
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Following this, a range of aerial views by Canadian artists proliferated around
the Athabasca site and began occupying galleries. With Oil, Edward Burtynsky
exhibited his signature wide-format, infinitely detailed photographs the following
year (September 2010) at the Alberta Art Gallery. This was alongside Peter Mettler’s
Petropolis – shot from a helicopter, a dynamic series of slow, zooming out scenes
– which screened that October. Contemporaneously, Louis Helbig’s Beautiful
Destruction surfaced in Ottawa in 2009, with numerous eastern showings of some of
the most interesting, aestheticized, and daunting depictions, however never exhibiting
at the AGA or in Western Canada. These photographs later made it to Alberta in
Helbig’s book in 2014. These are the beginnings of the formation of the very real yet
highly imagined development of the oil sands within the public’s perception, built as
an image from various lenses in the sky. For most people who don’t make it out to the
site, these views become the dominant, and arguably only, way into the site. Appendix
A shows the continuation of this story by both Canadian and non-Canadian aerial
photographers, and the creation of the now international image.
While the aerial’s main advantage and interest is in documenting a site that
we would not otherwise see, it necessitates a God’s eye view. This creates a distanced
spectator, clouding our natural scalar relations, and severing the gauge of the site
from the human body. The platform of the gallery becomes a privileged intersection
of land and viewership into an object of art and pleasure. For the most part, it is
the larger, well-based, award-winning artists that have found the means to see and
bring back this site. On the other end of the spectrum, many photojournalists have
documented the site to provide independent, supplementary images for financial
and environmental articles. Stock imagery, mass circulation, and this dismantling of
the photo essay into separate images scattered throughout the web and paper spaces
progresses the view towards ‘singular imagery.’7
This is to say that the representations that have informed our perception of
the oil sands are fairly new and still developing. This trajectory began ten years ago
and lives within the last leg of an overarching story, which is documented as starting
in 1869 (see Appendix B). However, these images and the conditions in which we
encounter them become critical to how their preceding stories become legible.
Stanislaus Fung and Yanfei Shuii. “莫干山大乐之野庾村民宿 设计回顾 Review and Analysis of the Lost
Villa Boutique Hotel in Yucan, Moganshan.” 建筑学报. No. 11 (2017): p.49-55.

7
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Paper Spaces / existing representations

“The photograph appears to share the complexity of its subject, to capture all its details, even those
we might not ordinarily notice. The first commentators on photography marveled over this sense of an
unprecedented visual array, possessing overwhelming detail. [This is] essential, I would claim, to our
fascination with photographs as a different sort of picture.” 8

Figure 7: Paper space – Oil exhibition by Edward Burtynsky in 2011, Royal
Ontario Museum (Photograph by Michael Chrisman, from Torontoist)

Tom Gunning. “What’s the Point of an Index? or, Faking Photographs.” NORDICOM REVIEW 5. No.1/2.
(2004): p.47

8
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The scale of a photograph

The space it occupies
Unlike architectural drawings, maps, and land surveys, the landscape
photograph is generally not presented with a deliberate or numeric indication of
scale. The photograph leaves the viewer with something to read, consider, and form
on their own. This process of looking and wondering, this occupation of the mind, is
often what makes the photograph successful and impactful. Additionally, photographs
have a strong affinity for transformation. They can be reformatted in an infinite range
of sizes to cater to publication (paper) space, gallery space, and digital screens.
Burtynsky’s photos are printed at a staggering full-wall size in galleries but can be
reduced to fit his 12" x 15" book. A photograph is not attached to any particular scale,
size of paper space, or digital space, where it can be viewed.
Paul Emmons articulates a fluidity in the virtual scale of a CAD drawing as
“forgoing the senses to assume scale is solely in the mind.”9 This is the process in
which the user approaches and imagines his/her drawing at nature’s scale of 1:1,
while working at a variety of undefined scales, continually zooming in and out on the
screen as he/she draws.10 According to Emmons, this is what creates the inability to
put the drawing into a perceivable relation with the user’s body. The continual rescaling of a photograph as it passes through platforms similarly relies on the mind to
re-conceive the 1:1 with every encounter.

Paul Emmons. “Size Matters: Virtual Scale and Bodily Imagination in Architectural Drawing.” Architectural Research Quarterly 9. No. 3/4. (2005): p.232.
10
Ibid.
9
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The space it captures

“The claim that the digital media alone transforms its data into an intermediary form fosters the myth
that photography involves a transparent process, a direct transfer from the object to the photograph.
The mediation of lens, film stock, exposure rate, type of shutter, process of developing and of printing
become magically whisked away if one considers the photograph as a direct imprint of reality.”11

Some of the photograph’s scale can be recovered in its metadata, the
conditions by which the photograph was taken, which are embedded in the image but
do not translate fully upon looking. Particularly, there is an altitude and a focal length.
We can find these out only by asking the photographer. Alex Maclean kindly cited
two of his detail shots of tailings as taken from 260 meters (852 feet) above ground
with a 105mm focal length; and a wide area shot at 1310 meters (4300 feet) above the
ground with a 24mm focal length (Figure 8).

VERTICAL

HIGH OBLIQUE

Figure 8: Maclean altitude sitings

11

Gunning, “What’s the Point,” p.40.
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In this thesis, it is necessary to scale the photograph to begin a critical reading
for the site. Here, I start with an analysis of the smallest area in a photograph I can
find to one of the largest. This series of readings will occur within the Syncrude Lease
Area – one of the oldest (second to be established) and largest oil sands operations to
date.

Zoom 1 / The smallest area

Figure 9: Sulphur Pyramid and Ladder by Louis Helbig

Sulphur is a significant by-product in oil sand upgrading processes, as bitumen
from the Athabasca deposits is characteristically ‘sour’, with sulphur contents of
3.5-5% by mass.12 The reality of this numeric content partially manifests in sulphur
'pyramids,' stockpiled elemental sulphur rising as three bright yellow ziggurats on
Syncrude’s Mildred Lake site. A close-up photo of this structure is impossible to
imaginatively scale without prior knowledge, entirely because of the extent of the
subject’s foreignness.

A. W. Hyndman, J. K. Lui, and D. W. Deney. “Sulfur Recover from Oil Sands” in Sulfur: New Sources and
Uses. (American Chemical Society, 1982)

12
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Figure 10: Sulphur Pyramid and Ladder scaled and sited with Center Block
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Figure 10 addresses the absence of scale of the photograph by creating
the context around it at a specific scale: the physical drawing is at 1:2000 and the
original photograph is scaled to the area it represents. A direct comparison with the
Center Block of the Canadian Parliament provides scalar context for the unseen
and unfamiliar by relating it to something that is seen and known to many to be of
a certain size. While we can miss the exact dimensions of it, anyone who may have
visited Center Block would have memory of that experience and be able to relate it
through their own body. The following page replaces Center Block with the AGA, a
figure that is more accessible to western Canada.
These drawings are an initial attempt to introduce scalar specificity into the
photographic dialogue of the Athabasca site, countering the general acceptance for
ambiguity. It is a reading of the photograph with the same scalar lens that we would
use while reading an architectural plan.

20

Figure 11: Sulphur Pyramid and Ladder scaled and sited with the Art Gallery of Alberta
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Creation of a sublime photograph

Immanuel Kant references the Egyptian pyramids to describe the
cognitive conflict in viewing forms that are too large to hold in the imagination, or
“mathematically sublime.”13 Kant proposes that the conflict resides in the inability
to see the enormity of the pyramids in their entirety (distanced view) simultaneously
with their measurable parts (the tiers of stone; close view). This disconnect becomes
a question of vantage point. Kant posits that, “To get the full emotional effect of the
size of the Pyramids, we must avoid coming too near just as much as remaining too
far away.”14
While Kant speaks about the experience of viewing the Egyptian pyramids
in real life, these ideas can be relevant to photographic representation in discussions
of framing. Here lie the limitations of what a photograph can show – the frame
defines its own ends. How much is shown, how much is missing, and what should a
photograph include or exclude – what are its edges?
The largest sulphur pyramid on the Syncrude Lease Site surpasses the Great
Pyramid of Giza by volume.15

Figure 12: Sulphur pyramid and the Great Pyramid of Giza (by
Andrew Thaler)

Immanuel Kant. Critique of Aesthetic Judgment. (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1911), p.94. Translated
by James Creed Meredith.
14
Kant, Critique of Aesthetic Judgment, 99.
15
Andrew Thaler. “The Great Pyramid of Giza and the Alberta Sulfur Pyramid, to scale.” Accessed
September 12, 2018. http://www.southernfriedscience.com/alberta-canada-is-the-proud-owner-of-thelargest-man-made-pyramid-on-the-planet/
13
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Zoom 2
Tailings are a by-product mixture of water, sand, clay, and residual oil held in
ponds for recycling and settlement. The insolubility of these contents is the subject of
countless isolated images showing no size, edge, or context. Figure 13 is a speculated
scaling of Oil Swirls on Tailing Pond by Alex Maclean in relation to a drawing of the
Mildred Lake Settling Basin (photographed from the ground in Figure 3), adjacent to
the sulphur pyramids.

Figure 13: Oil Swirls on Tailing Pond by Alex Maclean scaled and sited.
Physical drawing was at 1:20 000
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My main intention with this siting was to allow the previous drawing to
contribute context to the current one. This begins to construct a spatial reality of
the site: the viewer can gauge the scale of two photographs against each other and
determine how small of an area Helbig captured compared to that of Maclean’s
photograph. Changes in scale are necessary for an understanding of the site’s different
aspects; however, it is necessary to know when a change in scale has occurred. In
contrast, current photo essays offer unconnected glimpses into the reality of these
sites. The viewer cannot gauge the relationships of the photos to each other. As
Susan Sontag wrote, “through photographs, the world becomes a series of unrelated
freestanding particles,”16 I wish to depart from the isolated image. I also wish to
depart from the linear nature of the photo essay, images occurring as a string where
the site is not one. If the images are detached from the landscape in this way, do they
become site-less?

An aside for transition

Figure 14: Illegible surfaces, near to far
(Louis Helbig, Garth Lenz, Stuart Hall, Todd
Korol, Garth Lenz)

As one of the most prolific subjects in photo essays, I would like to elaborate
on the scaleless-ness of tailing images. The transition from a close to a wide shot
is particularly sublime to us in that the water surface is not made up of measurable
parts. This creates an illegible surface that can span as large as 10 square kilometers,
appearing as close-up as it does from far away, until the majority of its borders come
into the frame. This sustained uncertainty has a significant effect on our gauge of
images of the rest of the site.
16

Susan Sontag. “In Plato’s Cave,” in On Photography (New York: RosettaBooks, 1973), p.17.
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Figure 15: Illustrating illegibility (photographs by Garth Lenz)
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Zoom 3 / Largest areas

Figure 16: Siting one of the largest areas captured in aerial photograph (by Alex Maclean). At this
scale, our reference to spatial memory disappears.
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Large areas cannot be shot vertically and are instead approached obliquely.
This perspectival distortion creates ambiguity for image siting: as we move
towards the background, the landscape becomes indistinct and its area increasingly
compressed. Are these obscured portions included in the siting or not? While an area
of this size is too large to even capture in an image, the intent of many photographs
and methods of documentation is still to bridge some sort of gap between image and
understanding: “to bring into cognition even that which seems to supersede and fall
outside it,”17 pursuing a Kantian sublime that extends beyond the scale of pyramids
to that of the territory. The persistence of this gap is what Imre Szeman calls the
“failed sublime,” suggesting that the strategy of a “scalar aesthetic”18 to connect us
from within our urban frameworks to this territory has thus far been unsuccessful. At
1:100, the bridge from paper to experienced reality is easily traversed: 1 centimeter
on a page becomes 1 meter on an imagined wall. When 1 centimeter becomes
1 kilometer at 1:100,000, in addition to perspectival distortion, this bridge to an
experienced reality collapses.
Sublime/the scalar aesthetic fails because “the sublime of oil culture that
[representations] visualize does not readily appear to everyday experience.”19 While
the application of Kant’s sublime (common throughout oil sands imagery discussion)
addresses the representational challenges of the gigaproject itself, our immersion in
the experienced reality of oil culture is deeply integrated and even more difficult to
visualize. This is the sublime that we fail to recognize because it is habitual within
modern lifestyle and internalized in our infrastructure – the ease of transportation
(and collapsing of distance), the universality of car culture, our default plastics.
Athabasca, in its material and parts, is embedded in our everyday spaces. The true
scope of the sublime is in this space of oil need and consumption which we cannot
translate in the area or volume of a territory. Szeman indicates this in saying, “human
beings have remade a space as big as a planet,”20 suggesting that the 'largest areas'
we are seeking fall within the broader Anthropocene. This leads to discussions of the
actual size of the gigaproject, which extends far beyond Athabasca.
Imre Szeman. “Crude Aesthetics: The Politics of Documentaries.” Journal of American Studies 46. No.
2. (2012): p. 436
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
17
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Less visually striking, this alternate sublime does not enter the image
discourse quite as potently. We are working with a dominance of strange moonscapes,
imageries of the “other,” which distance ourselves from the problem by siting it
somewhere else. Visualization of this project, and therefore the scope of this thesis,
is within a condensed, localized segment of a total occupied space. As we move
forward with this particular site, I would like to position the work as representation of
a starting point, precisely a place of origin.
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CHAPTER TWO / Imagination and a home for images
Image Multiplicity
Several other image sitings begin to have the potential to construct the
territory, however we cannot say that we know the land from the accumulation of
these ‘windows’ (Figure 17). Image multiplicity is a concept from Stanislaus Fung
and Yanfei Shui, in an analysis of exterior Chinese garden spaces seen from the
interior of the Lost Villa Boutique Hotel. To paraphrase, the views of an exterior
space through a series of framing windows (a multiplicity of images) divides the
outside into pieces that the observer on the inside is unable to piece back together,
not knowing where each view starts or ends. This gives a blurry conception of the
outside. The act of framing also compresses the distance and dimension of the outside
space, blurring our optical field further. The understanding of the view is limited,
even through multiple windows. To be able to read the landscape from an interior
vantage, the observer must consider many other factors, one being the structure of the
building. This is the complexity of collaging.21
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Figure 17: Image multiplicity of Mildred Lake mining operations, and a mapping of the land area
captured. While the majority of this site is available to us through many perspectives, optical
compression through the lens and the 2D frame curates a formatted reality within the images and the
additive space they may construct. The Athabasca site poses the additional challenge of singularity
in viewpoint and image type; what is the affect on our understanding of space when the majority of
images we see are taken from above a certain height?
Fung and Shui, “莫干山大乐之野庾村民宿 设计回顾,” 49-55. Translations by Yifan Zhang and Alexis
Wang.
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Figure 18: Image multiplicity from Fung and Shui

From these observations, we can gather that the multiplicity of images of the
Athabasca site does not add up to a complete space, no matter how many images
we are exposed to or are able to site. Fung and Shui's question of the image created
from collaging becomes interesting when they propose that the understanding of the
collage must also take into consideration the structure of the thing that is holding
the image parts. There is significance, then, not just in what the image shows within
its frame, but also the spatial conditions in which we encounter the images and the
way they are held together and apart – a non-accidental framework. This idea is the
preface for this second chapter, which will attempt to create and calibrate the framing
of the Athabasca site – a home for images.
In the beginning of this document, the gigaproject was identified as ‘traitmaking’, in that it does not fit into pre-existing structures and requires society to
make new ones. I would like to propose that in the same way, gigaprojects are
image-making. The foreignness of the first circulated photographs of the Athabasca
gigaproject produced images of things that we had never seen before. This image
generation continued through the years as the site grew and as photographers found
new ways to capture it. Together, this body of ‘new images’ is unable to fit in the
existing structure of viewership we have for photographs, requiring us to make new
ones. To reference Tom Gunning:
“Photographs are more than just pictures. Or rather, they are pictures of a special sort, ones whose
visual accuracy invites us to a different sort of observation. The photograph does make us imagine
something else, something behind it, before it, somewhere in relation to it… the photograph and its
referent adhere.”22

22

Gunning, “What’s the Point,” p.46
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This is the current visual infrastructure that we have for a photograph,
consisting of only the frame and the imagination; a photograph is understood to hang
by itself and evoke the imagination of its referent. This becomes deficient when we
cannot accurately summon the ‘something else’ behind the image, in the way that we
can for a more recognizable subject, or a space we can imagine occupying. When we
are devoid of this referent, it is not enough to rely on the photograph as a suspended
entity. Therefore, the visual infrastructure for Athabasca images requires more than
these two elements.

Precedence: Slow House by Diller Scofidio
“There is no front facade, only a front door. The weekend
house is conceived as a passage from physical entry to
optical departure or, simply, a door to a window. Beyond
the door, a knife-edge cuts the receding 100’ ft long
passage in two. To the left is a sequence of bedrooms
and baths. To the right is the ascent to the kitchen and
living area. At the far end is the ocean view. To either
side of the “picture window” are two antenna-like stacks:
the chimney is to the right, the video apparatus to the
left. At the summit of the left stack sits a live video
camera directed at the water view and feeding the monitor
in front of the picture window. The electronic view is
operable; the camera can pan or zoom by remote control.
When recorded, the view may be deferred— day played back
at night, fair weather played back in foul. The composite
view formed by the screen in front of the picture window
is always out of register, collapsing the opposition
between the authentic and mediated.”23

23

Diller Scofidio. “Slow House,” accessed February 2, 2019. https://dsrny.com/project/slow-house.
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Figure 19: Slow House from
Diller Scofidio + Renfro website

In this thesis, the concept of ‘housing images’ is a way to refer to that which
holds the image(s), or creating an intentioned digital space for the image(s) to occur.
The final space in Diller Scofidio’s Slow House is an example of this idea: the view
of the ocean on a small monitor held against the picture window is the infrastructure
for two different images of the same ocean to be presented to the observer
simultaneously. Notions of time, light and media are read into the images through the
infrastructure in which they are held. As isolated images, they are just two momentary
views of the ocean. There is a capacity for creating new meanings and revelations, of
additional information into and between the source material, within the holding space.
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Plan for a wall
These implications surrounding image encounter and visualization influence
the next section, which explores relevant ways that images of Athabasca can be
housed to both point to and supersede the representational challenges that have been
examined thus far. One of the curiosities of the display of aerial photography is this
‘window’ onto the ground plane mounted onto the vertical wall surface, where the
act of looking forward is transformed into that of looking down. The attachment
and positioning of image onto surface already begins to alter our experience of the
subject. In general, images are presented to us attached to some sort of surface - the
wall, the page, the computer screen. The following studies are various plans for the
ever-present surface, experimental schemas for housing Athabasca images using
plural viewings, image adjacencies, or within other images. Given the ‘paper space’
nature of current representation, these partial homes are formed through 1 to 5
drawings, with consideration for existing prints or the size that the image presently
occurs. This will allow the schemas to speak to representational challenges from the
reality of current image encounters.
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Wall 1 / plurality

Figure 20: Pumping Vessel and Clouds by Louis Helbig, depicting
a dredger in Syncrude’s Southwest Sand Storage
Speculated to occur at 24” x 36” in a gallery setting.
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(D)

(A)
(C)

(B)

Figure 21: Pumping Vessel and Clouds plurality

(A) Source image
(B) The encounter with the photographic source begins an
imagined projection of the reality: by instinct, we try
to fabricate the referent space of the image according
to familiar sensibilities. Beached tailing sands stretch
out with no end, except when met with clouded waters, and
the boat floats far in the distance. However, information
is missing, and we are unsure of the magnitude of the
vessel, and further, this environment. What is naturally
gained from the photograph becomes part of a blurred
image-memory of the space.
(C) To draw out the human presence is to see the vessel
in relation to the body. This scale requires us to zoom
in, and causes the source image to break down, resolution
stopping us from discerning the vessel with spatial
clarity. The boat is rasterized in the photograph at one
scale, and a new drawing must be made for understanding
the body in this place.
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(D) Searching for the other missing piece, we attempt to
draw at a scale that shows us the extent of the water
storage. The resulting section is so wide - 4.65 km that the embankment height appears as a single line.
Common with many of Athabasca’s landforms, attempts to
represent the entire subject causes it, with the source
image, to disappear.

Multiple views held in reference to each other make up the representation of
the sand and water storage. Each drawing is responsible for the missing contents of
another. It takes several views to begin to ‘see’ this environment. This iteration of the
same subject is a critical process in architectural drawing: Marco Frascari wrote that
“architectural drawing assumes a plurality of worlds to image an environment inferior
to our size so that we may comprehend a possible place superior to us.”24 Figure 21
interprets the wall as the composition of the plural windows necessary to understand a
significantly larger space, and is a critique of current conditions where we experience
an image in one context.

24

Emmons, "Size matters," p.233.
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Wall 2 / adjacency (screen)

Figure 22: Photographs of Suncor’s Millennium Mine by Ben Nelms from online
articles; dimensioned as 13”, the size of a typical laptop screen.

(Left) A photographic moment differentiating the industrial scale from the urban and
rural scale, the standard pick-up truck in relation to the excavator and dump truck.
In images without this scalar reference, we naturally apply pre-conceived notions
to specialized vehicles, losing perceptual accuracy of the industrialized site, and
skewing the width of site roads, infrastructure, and ultimately, the landscape.

(Right) The same mine through a larger frame causes the pick-up truck to lose
discernibility.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 23: Housed Nelms’ photographs

(A) In the constructed image space created between source
photos, we can witness the slow widening of the view
frame, as we travel from the left image to the right
image.
(B) The ambiguity of the industrial vehicle is mediated
through its spatial resemblance to a two-story house, where
the feeling of occupation can be evoked. The imagining of
this structure onto the landscape can correct our spatial
perceptions of larger frames where the body disappears.
From this, a new drawing is generated, the house figure
applied to a strata section to project the depth of the
mine, which is frequently missing in the aerial view.
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While Wall 1 visualizes the human figure, Wall 2 creates recognition for
instances where the body is not visible. The specialized machine as an extension of
the body is what we use to interact with the land, and photographs are often portrayals
of this proxied relationship.

Wall 3 / adjacency (room)

Figure 24: Alberta Oil Sands #6 by Edward Burtynsky, occurring at 60” by 48” in a
gallery setting.
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Figure 25: Alberta Oil Sands #6 housed in a section

The large format photograph of a sulphur pyramid is
projected against a long section that contains this
pyramid next to the Syncrude North Mine. Housed together,
they hold questions of image consumption and iconicity.
While the famous image by Burtynsky is held in the
collective mind as the iconic image for this place, this
composite view repositions it as only the beginning of
another frame.
The long section is conceptualized as the minimum scale
in which the depth of the mine and height of the pyramid
start to emerge from the single line condition into a
legible void and mass, attempting to match the mass that
comes across in the photograph of the partial landscape.

Figure 26: Syncrude North Mine section.
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Legibility occurs at 1:925, rendering the section 9 meters long and adopting
the large format strategy of occupying and exceeding the viewer’s field of vision. This
raises further questions of how long a section can be – and where a section should
stop – before the paper space also renders it illegible. Much like Kant’s sublime,
there is a limitation in which the observer cannot hold the drawing in view, and thus
cannot hold it in cognition either. At what point does the representation face the same
challenges as the reality? The extreme condition of this question is expressed in
Borge’s “On Exactitude in Science,” (Appendix C) in which an increasingly perfect
map of an empire reaches a 1:1 scale and becomes useless.
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Wall 4 / within

Figure 27: Photographs of in-situ operations by Peter Essick (top) and
Edward Burtynsky (bottom)
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The last wall wishes to point to the less represented steam-assisted gravity
drainage (SAGD) component of the oil sands project. Occurring as a complicated
network of platforms, pipelines, and seismic grids, these land disturbances are hidden
and less sensational, the image pool saturated with the surface operations discussed
thus far. Used to recover much deeper oil deposits, the infrastructure is underground,
and its environmental impact is not in footprint but in green house gas emissions.
Does this invisibility cause the public to view it as less invasive?
This newer technology also represents a possible future when surface
mineable deposits deplete. Will there be apathy when the sublime image period ends?

Figure 28: Housing of in-situ images. The Burtynsky image can be housed within the
Essick image, creating the resolution for a frame that contains the human figure.
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These schemas start to suggest a home, as the images and drawings belong
in relativity, in positions that temper the disappearance of large and small frames
against each other. The hypothetical wall also provides a stable place for images to
live and return to, as opposed to the vagrant nature of mediated images, which exist
in isolation, spatially detached from both other images and the site. The difference
between ‘stable’ and ‘static’ here is important. These trials for housing images are not
built in one particular place (as the word house may suggest); the schemas proposed
are meant to be ubiquitous and move along media channels, disseminating with the
image. This allows them to manifest and to be built anywhere if desired. In the case of
the wall plans, this would be an installation. Wall 3 is constructed in this thesis to test
the effectiveness of these compositions within physical space (Figure 30). Otherwise,
the home exists as the idea that an image has a distinct place among other images.

Figure 29: Carlo Scarpa drawing for exhibition panels; planning for image encounter
(Source: "The body and architecture in the drawings of Carlo Scarpa" by Marco Frascari)
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Figure 30: Construction of Wall 3
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CHAPTER THREE / total site imageries

The Territorial Image
In searching for the next largest scale, there emerges a tendency in existing
representations towards the singular overview, which comprises the entire site in
one, usually vertical, image. This scope is captured by the map (Figure 29) and
more recently the satellite image (Figures 30 and 31), in which the viewer is placed
much higher than 4000 feet above the ground. Largely the result of technological
advancement, the compression of this site as a ‘large plan’ is an inevitable progression
in our documentation of the Athabasca site. The questions raised by these modern
capabilities, and the aerial and satellite age in general, have echoed that of the long
section: how large can the plan or vertical frame extend before it is severed from
human reference, and therefore spatial legibility? Teresa Castro describes these effects
as an optical experience of both vantage point and the resulting image, stating:

“Contemplating the world from above enables an unprecedented expansion of the field of vision.
Aerial vision is thus a macroscopic vision that enables the naked eye to see the extent of a certain
territory. Yet the height of the viewpoint is linked to a world that progressively diminishes and loses its
characteristic volume. The strictly vertical camera angle flattens and transforms more than any other
angle of view.”25

Teresa Castro. "Aerial Views and Cinematism, 1898-1939." Seeing from Above: The Aerial View in Visual Culture." (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2013), p. 119.

25
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Current representations / Overview imagery

Figure 31: Oil deposit extent with lease area map – the two most re-occurring maps found
for this site. (Sources: Tar Sands, 2008 and Terracon Geotechnique)
The map is not built to show everything in its frame, but only what is necessary or
important, as defined by the map’s author. The territory represented through this medium is
therefore reduced to an ingrained reading. For example, the map of lease areas reduces the
site to parcels assigning land ownership, while Treaty 8 intellections of land use are much
more complex. Reading either of these maps in isolation creates an incomplete vision of the
territory, even while it draws the entire area.
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Figure 32: Satellite image (Source: NASA earth observatory)
While the availability of maps for this site is limited, we rely heavily on the satellite image as
a ‘map’ to show the current condition of the land. NASA began producing total site imagery of
Athabasca in 1984, documenting the project’s annual growth, and these are currently published
online up to 2016. These differ from the map in their objectivity. However, similar to the map, a
single satellite image is not a complete story. NASA’s compiled housing of these images through
the years starts to tell a story and becomes cinematic.
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Figure 33: Dynamic satellite image (Source: Google Earth)
These come from earth viewing applications such as Google Earth and
Windows Maps, and can zoom in at re-clarifying resolutions due to their
construction from several images. However, this makes them privy to
blind-spots, temporal errors, and data availability.
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Castro’s attention to the illegibility of volume is relevant to Athabasca where
we are mining and displacing immense volumes of material, yet the representations of
this total impact is reduced to an area or footprint. In the summation of the Athabasca
territory, we reach a point where continuing to zoom out, either by drawing or by
camera, does not complete our understanding of the site, but obscures and collapses
it in new ways. The information lost in the progression to vertical territorial imagery
is where the aggregate project loses this dimension. While previous photographic
methods that capture at most one lease area or venture already possess optical
challenges, our attempts at representing the many ventures of different oil companies
further flattens this optical field, resulting in a compressed vision of humanity’s
total venture. These issues were also present within each of the closer framed aerial
photographs, but become amplified as we try to pursue larger and more complex
frames.
Some of this lost information can be retained in the oblique view, which is
discussed at length by pilot and photographer Captain Gordon H. G. Holt. At the
dawn of aerial photography’s applications to cartography, Holt observed that the
oblique image is able to “create the volume of the fabric in three dimensions and their
relations to features near by,”26 favouring this spatial legibility over the measurability
of the vertical survey.

“Not only is the bird’s-eye view more easily understood than the vertical, but it precedes the
dimensioned survey in the history of cartography and human imagination. This is clear when Holt
places a flattened vertical aerial photograph of Bruges with a sixteenth-century map that combines plan
and elevation into something like two and a half dimensions… the map that Holt reproduces shows
that measurement was a lesser criterion than the appearance and the relations of the parts of the map. In
short, its need to be a representation means that it cannot achieve the abstraction of a plan.”27

John Macarthur. "The Figure from Above: On the Obliqueness of the Plan in Urbanism and Architecture."
Seeing from Above: The Aerial View in Visual Culture." (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2013), p. 188.
27
Macarthur, "The Figure from Above," p. 191
26
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These historical dialogues between technologies, vertical, and oblique images
for imagining larger areas establishes an evolution of images that is cumulative: one
image methodology does not supersede another. While new applications are able to
capture a larger area, the inherent loss of fidelity, detail, and spatial qualities creates
a place for closer imaging methods to live within. Here also emerges the question:
is there a place for the unmediated, ground view? This thesis wonders if there is a
way to thread these things through, and this process would begin by the synthesis of
fragments within total site imagery.

Interpretations / The digital archive

Archive
Michel Parent articulates the compiling of the oblique and the vertical arguing
that, “[the aerial photograph’s] scientific value is not innate… but emerges through its
comparison with other documents. He distinguished three categories of documents:
very low oblique views that can be compared to prints of urban sites; oblique views
taken at medium altitudes; and vertical views, which can be scaled.”28 Here, and
within the Burges image, the argument is made for the composing and positioning
of the aerial photograph with documentation that can be measured, where fuller
information can be extracted from the resulting archive as a whole. This de-emphasis
of the aesthetic dimension of the photograph29 allows it to transcend from the role
of art into a critical and spatial reading of the land. In this thesis, this transcendence
becomes the point where the images are lifted from the wall or gallery as a holding
space.

Frédéric Pousin. "The Aerial View and the Grands Ensembles." Seeing from Above: The Aerial View in
Visual Culture." (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2013), p. 251.
29
Ibid.
28
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Dimension

Figure 34: Archive for the Athabasca territory according to available images – images
are sited using distinct landforms, vessels and machinery, and in some cases speculation.
(Images in still by Andrew Wright)
To view: https://indd.adobe.com/view/db64c896-5261-4397-81ab-12f0643aaba2
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(b)

(a)

Figure 35: The archive space
creates the visual infrastructure
in which we can gather how and
where images we have seen exist.
The model can give a sense of
time and saturation – the majority
of site-able images occurring on
the southern half of Athabasca,
constructing a clearer vision
for these older ventures, and
becoming less defined towards
the north. Overlapping images
show the passage of time, and
the old mines (a) filling up with
tailing water (b) once depleted.

Figure 36: Vertical images are
often small, subtle moments
within the landscape; the
viewer must search the archive
closely to see these detail
shots, necessitating a deeper
interaction with the archive
housing the images.
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The compilation of two-dimensional representations creates a two and a
half dimensional archive conveying the distance and relationships between images,
grounded in a measurable document, the map. Aerial photographs are archived
vertically in signification of how we encounter them, or our memory of them, while
the spatial dimension of landscape answers questions of where the photograph sits
in reality, the extent of its frame, and its true magnitude when not constrained to a
particular presentation room or format. The archival space that results begins to create
a place for images, the thread between how we encounter the image through to how
the image encounters the land.

Figure 37: Image encounters land
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Digital Home
The purpose of this model is not to describe the geography of the site itself
or supersede existing mediums, but to house the images that are already within our
culture. The intention is to give the images a sense of place – to create a reading for
what already gets mediated – and to propose an infrastructure to continually compose
our fragmented views of the site. This contextual limitation is what the photograph as
medium faces in Athabasca.
The digital model’s capacity for change and addition reflects the nature of the
changing and expanding site. Therefore, the archive has the potential to hold every
current image while containing layers of time, anticipating a future for the site. The
digital realm also creates a ubiquitous platform for the images to be accessible and
open-sourced.
These two qualities create a visual infrastructure for images that is both stable
and moving. I imagine the photographs will continue mediating into other forms and
platforms, but the archive is the returning point where they live as a record of the
land.
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Synthesis

As with all digital models, there is the question of what representation we can
draw out from it. The final exploration of this thesis is found in extracting a territorial
image from the archive. As the work thus far has shown that the territory cannot be
found in one representation, the search becomes for more relational representation,
achieved by communicating a spatial comparison between documents, and the human
body. The severing of image relationships is one origin of complexity that we face
when building outwards towards the territory, where geography can be defined as a
rupture of scale instead of a superior scale.30 To recover the image relationship is to
resolve the space between images, which can be interpreted as a pathway in which
many frames are missing in the current body. For this model, I found the appropriate
representation of this idea is to extract the path between three images as a series
of drawings, the relationship between them maintained in the viewer’s movement
through the archive space. This path is both a contextual elaboration of the images
and a visual description for the archive.

Burtynsky
Wall 3

Helbig
Wall 1

Burtynsky
Wall 4

Figure 38: The path will be recorded between three images

30

Cache, Earth Moves, p.70
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Figure 39: A path as drawings
To view: https://indd.adobe.com/view/63b21e59-147f-4fb9-b3c7-c7bb31793f1a

The path is made from drawings extracted frame by frame from the digital
home and strung into a cinematic projection as the final representation form. The path
allows a story to develop across the range of extremely close to extremely far frames,
consolidating the body with the photo, the relation between photos, and finally the
territorial map. Through this extraction method, the digital home functions as an
archival transition medium, releasing image representations from their connotations
as entities of paper or screen, allowing them to acquire a spatial meaning in digital
space. The relational drawing can then be extracted and brought to physical form.
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Figure 40: Movement through the archive.
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Distillation

Each frame within this path is a drawing in its own sense. 56 frames are
extracted from the archive to carve out the digital place for 3 images. Within these
subtle shifts lie transitory periods and imperfect compositions – frames that would
never be exhibited but are necessary for our comprehension of the archive and the
images in it, pulling away from the iconic image. Distillation into a final index
reflects upon the iterative process in which the dynamic image is made. These are
qualities embedded in the collapsed drawing but only conveyed through the series of
stills.
It is in this counterpart that the consumption of representational media is
addressed. The space of a slowed extraction suggests that a prolonged reading is
needed to construct understanding. The purpose of distillation is to create the room
for questioning the speed and singularity of media consumption that may bring us to
perceive the site differently.
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“The angle of the shot and the ‘point of view’ must adapt to each landscape… Is it not as part of a
series that a deep and sufficiently wide valley would be best rendered?”31

Figure 41: Index for frames
31

Words of André Cholley reproduced by Pousin, "The Aerial View," p. 181
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Figure 42: Distillation - sulphur pyramid and North Mine
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Figure 43: Distillation - Mildred Lake mining area (low obliques)
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Figure 44: Distillation - movement south
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Figure 45: Distillation - towards an imagined ground view
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Figure 46: Distillation - towards the vessel and the human figure
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Figure 47: Distillation - Southwest Sand Storage (medium
obliques)
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Figure 48: Distillation - Southwest Sand Storage (vertical / plan view)
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Figure 49: Distillation - to south Athabasca (high obliques)
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Figure 50: Distillation - south Athabasca within the full site
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Figure 51: Distillation - movement towards Firebag in-situ operations (medium obliques)
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Figure 52: Distillation - towards a ground view and the human figure
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Figure 53: Distillation - referent space versus paper space
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Reflections

This digital archive with its exports stems from a desire to speak to the
limitations and challenges of representation, but it is also affected by these same
limitations. For example, any representation of the site, including the 3D model, will
be a reduction. The idea of the exported path as representation is also still an image
– it will carry the same implications as every image it holds. Korzybski calls this
quality self-reflexiveness32; this thesis tries to provide legibility for images without
claiming to fall outside of the image condition.
The exported pathway becomes a more legible view of the site because of
its 3D counterpart; this holds measuability and allows us to show how we obtain the
image. A further question to ask is, how does the 'home for images' exist and circulate
in the real world? This digital archive is a pilot idea for something theoretically
possible, which could hold all of the images to make them readily available to the
public. This would require permissions and collaborations with all of the images’
producers. The possible construction of such a platform would therefore fall outside
of the scope of this thesis, however it would be a possible direction for further
research.
There also remains the question of why I have not designed the home as a
physical manifestation – a place or counter-museum that can be visited. I understand
this thesis as the preparatory work that creates the premise for these images to fulfil
an intentional architecture and positioning. The work in this thesis suggests that a
future institution for Athabasca representations requires the architectural reading of
the subject, its images, and representation. These theoretical considerations must be in
place for housing images which try to convey immense, incomprehensible space.

32

“we can analyse languages by linguistic means.” Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. 58
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Architecture of a genre

The complete home for images would be a holistic body formed from the
collection of available images, while simultaneously revealing our fragmented
perception of the site through any single image. Having grown up in Alberta, I have
watched these mediated perceptions of the site build up, construct themselves into
purely imagined yet non-fictitious territory, before settling inextricably into the
accepted, everyday culture of images today. Carolyn Kane speaks to the tie between
societal trajectories and the formation of genre, stating “it is not by accident that
landscape photography evolved alongside Western capitalism.”33 The genre is often
a direct reflection of the concerns and conditions of a changing society, and it can
be observed that a contemporary genre of sublime Canadian landscape is growing
alongside the oil industry. While it is rare for a genre to be domiciled within one
place, this condition creates the opportunity to witness the shifting character of that
place, where the direction of the genre is a result of the direction the land and industry
take. How long does this period of the ‘sublime moonscape’ last, and will there be
shifts to other periods of reclamation or abandonment? In these questions, the genre
sheds its retrospective nature and becomes a recording device for a subject that is still
evolving.
At the beginning of this thesis, the argument is made by Cache that the
image inherently contains architecture through its framing and creation of visibility
for something. To create a home for these images, then, is to create the architecture
of their genre in drawing out the present spaces and societal contexts surrounding
the image. The immediacy and direction of the genre can be observed in the visual
growth and trajectory of the house: what types of images continue to saturate the
model and, from these, what near futures can we envision for this land? The
Carolyn Kane. “The Toxic Sublime: Landscape Photography and Data Visualization.” Theory Culture
and Society 35. No. 3 (2018): p.124
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house also allows us to observe the effect of a genre on society, and ask what
conditions are created by the genre: what is the emotional reaction toward the current
body as a whole, and is this different from that of the first images? We can also see
the normalization of the genre and these image types, from the lenses of spectacle to
one that is characteristic of our culture. These are concerns that only come up when
looking at the whole body of images. There is a deeper story contained in the genre
and the trajectory of images, and – as a result of the progression through time and
total effects of industry on this site – this story has become a narrative that the images
themselves can no longer hold.

Conclusion
The intention of this thesis is to give an objective interpretation, coupled with
the fostering of a subjective meditation, of our perceptions of the Athabasca oil sands.
It is meant to stimulate thought without prescribing a singular understanding of site’s
representation, nor suggest one course of action for the site itself. There simply is not
one.
The approach therefore becomes a prolonged focus on representation, where
the realities of the medium are often missed. We see the images, sometimes in
passing, and we immediately reflect on the site itself – even though one never does,
or can, step foot there. However, there is a need to understand the ‘vehicle’ that takes
us there – the image – not as the site but as a separate entity, before we can ‘enter’ the
world inside the frame. Both the image and its referent simultaneously occupy a space
in reality and a corresponding space in the imagination. The home for images is built
to evoke the rupture of scale and the relationship between these two types of spaces.
This is not achieved through a single photo or any particular person’s work, but
through the entire breadth of available imagery. This is the ever-increasing scope of
reflection; the house, akin to the site, lives in states of constant flux and repositioning.
It will grow as the site declines; it will remain after the site is left behind.
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While there is an undercurrent of environmental activism in choosing to
analyze this part of the discourse, it is from a position of involvement in the lifestyle
and economy that underlies the oil sands, and with recognition that my experience
of Athabasca is also almost solely through images. This is not a unique position; it
is much closer to a universally experienced one. While the thesis was built through
my own interpretations and mental construction of the site, it has always been from
a place of wondering about how we view Athabasca as a society. The intention from
the beginning was to create work that is relatable to many, so that we might be able
to locate ourselves within this site and its timeline. The creation of a tool to elaborate
our relation to Athabasca’s images is also one that clarifies that we are not only
viewers, but we are inextricably implicated in it.
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Epilogue: the afterimage

The afterimage is what we continue to see after experiencing the original
image. What are the impressions that remain of Athabasca as we turn away from its
images? This domain is where we attempt to reconcile the representational paper and
digital mediums of the site with the truth, at the scale of reality.
I would like to offer the material site as a final and continuing thought to
representation following the image, as a medium that lies outside of the image's
conditions. As the smallest part of the site, the bitumen sample represents the true
grain – a point of clarity we may seek between the digital pixel or photo grain and the
physicality of the resource. It simultaneously holds the material properties of the land
and the oil, which are separated through chemical processes, yet cling to each other
in the original, untransformed conditions of the site. These are properties that do not
read effectively through any image. It also holds a sincere and tangible volume that
conveys its subtraction from the Athabasca site. While the images are innumerable
and reproducible, the material sample is part of the fixed quantity mineable from
reserves.
In these final reflections, we acknowledge that the representational challenges
of the site are not solely found in the legibility of images, but are also a question of
tangibility inconceivable through any image or drawing. These considerations lead
to questions about the medium – the virtual representation on paper versus the real.
What is translated into medium and what is lost? The presence of the bitumen sample
within this thesis offers the pathway back to a 1:1 relation to the site. The immediate
reality and tangibility of the sample is a counterpart to the distant representations of
the sublime Canadian landscape.

After the image, in this subtracted volume, medium, and terrain, is where we can
possibly find resolve.
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Figure 54: Afterimage
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APPENDIX B:

The beginning of the oil sands story. Excerpt from Developing Alberta's Oil Sands,
from Karl Clark to Kyoto.

By and large, however, the tar sands remained
undeveloped until after the Canadian government purchased
the western territories known as Rupert's Land from the
Hudson's Bay Company in 1869. Eager to assess the
region's potential resources, the Dominion government
instructed the Geological Survey to collect samples, make
maps, and report on the mineral wealth of the newly
acquired territories. Despite an earlier trip to the area by
John Macoun in 1872, Robert Bell's 1882 expedition to the
Athabasca Basin would be the most important and farreaching. A geologist by training, Bell examined the oil
sands and concluded that the oil sands were part of a vast
underground petroleum reservoir. If wells were drilled deep
enough, Bell was certain that the result would be a large
producing field.
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APPENDIX C:

"On Exactitude in Science" by Jorge Luis Borges.

... In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained
such Perfection that the map of a single Province occupied
the entirety of a City, and the map of the Empire, the
entirety of a Province. In time, those Unconscionable
Maps no longer satisfied, and the Cartographers Guilds
struck a Map of the Empire whose size was that of the
Empire, and which coincided point for point with it. The
following Generations, who were not so fond of the Study
of Cartography as their Forebears had been, saw that the
vast map was Useless, and not without some Pitilessness
was it, that they delivered it up to the Inclemencies of Sun
and Winters. In the Deserts of the West, still today, there
are Tattered Ruins of that Map, inhabited by Animals
and Beggars; in all the Land there is no other Relic of the
Disciplines of Geography.

—Suarez Miranda,Viajes devarones prudentes, Libro
IV,Cap. XLV, Lerida, 1658
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